
Year 1 History Knowledge 
Organiser: How has life changed 

since my grandparents were 5 or 6?

Key Vocabulary
Childhood: the early stage of life; the age span ranging from birth to 

adolescence

Chronological order: in order of time, from earliest to most recent

Document: a piece of writing

Extended family: usually several relatives of different generations living in the 

same household

Grandparent: the parents of your mother or father

Growing up: to grow in size, age and experience

In the past: the time before now

Local: the surrounding area, or a person who lives there

Modern: relating to the present time; the latest equipment or knowledge

Museum: a building that houses collections of interesting or important objects

Now, nowadays: in the present time

Old: advanced in years

Texting: a way of sending a message by phone

Timeline: a linear representation of events to show the order in which they 

occurred

Today: the present day

Vintage: denoting something from the past of high quality

Younger: less advanced in years

Timeline:

Key  Knowledge

• People who are older than me, were 

born before me. People who are 

younger than me, were born after me. 

• Times were slightly different when my 

parents/carers were little. 

• Times were very different when my 

grandparents were little. 

• There was a time before my 

grandparents were born. Life was very 

different then. 

• People wore different clothes, travelled 

in different ways, played with different 

toys and school was very different too. 

• There are different types of families. 

• Technology has changed and 

advanced over time since my 

Grandparent's were born.

Key History Skills

Can I describe similarities and differences between our own experiences 

of school and the experiences our Grandparents had?

Can I describe how homes have changed?

Can I name different types of toys from the past?

Can I talk about how transport has changed over time?

Can I explore how clothes have changed over time?

Can I describe how phones have changed over time?

Prior knowledge:

I talked about past and present events.

know that other children don’t always enjoy the same things. 

I know about similarities and differences between themselves and others, 

and among families, communities and traditions.

Key Individuals: 

Alexander Graham Bell

The Beatles


